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The World this Week
EUROPE

MIDDLE EAST

NORTH AMERICA

EU may ease sanctions against

Iran deploys MLRS and anti-ship

US gets ventilators from Russian

Syria over coronavirus outbreak

missiles on Strait of Hormuz

company under sanctions

“We discussed the need for

Tehran can count on long-range air

Ventilators delivered by Russia to

sanctions not to impede urgent

defense systems capable of hitting

the US were manufactured by a

deliveries of medical equipment

planes and UAVs within a radius of

Russian company that is under U.S.

needed to combat the coronavirus,”

180-200km.

sanctions.

EU Commissioner for Foreign Policy

Iran announces new directives

US, FBI foiled a plotting to bomb

,Joseph Burrell, said.

against COVID-19

Hospital amid pandemic

Kremlin committed to

President Hassan Rouhani, who was

FBI agents have killed a terrorist

constructive talks on oil

presiding the meeting on Sunday,

who was plotting to use a car bomb

Russia was against terminating the

said businesses can start work on

to blow up a hospital in Missouri.

OPEC+ deal. The Kremlin wants

April 11, 2020.

Raytheon and United

constructive talks on the situation in

Senior Hezbollah commander

Technologies complete merger

the oil market and sees no

killed in Lebanon

Raytheon is one of the largest

alternative to dialogue.

Younis, a senior commander in

aerospace and defence companies

Russia to develop technology to

Hezbollah militia was stabbed and

in the world, with about US$74 bn in

identify citizens who return from

gunned to death in southern

pro forma 2019 net sales.

abroad to curb pandemic

Lebano. Younis was a close

ASIA

The number of

associate of former IGRC Quds

Kyrgyzstan, IMF to provide

Russia has grown to 5,389.

Force commander Qasem Soleimani.

emergency COVID-19 financial

European Commission apologises

Israel, coronavirus, parliament

assistance.

to Italy for lack of help in

approves Shin Bet data collection

The IMF has awarded $120 million to

coronavirus crisis

An Israeli parliamentary committee

the government in order to help

Ursula von der Leyen apologised to

has approved the collection of

cover an urgent balance of payment

Italy for a lack of solidarity from

personal data on citizens by

risk.

Europe. "Too many EU countries had

domestic spy agencies, for the

Indian plans to purchase 400

initially focused on their own

purpose of battling the COVID-19

more T-90S tanks

problems", she said.

pandemic.

The T-90S Bhishma is the main

Kosovo to remove tariffs on

AFRICA

battle tank for the Indian Army.

Serbian and Bosnian goods

Moroccan king pardons 5,000

Kosovo has lifted its 100% tariff on

prisoners amid COVID-19

COVID-19 cases in

goods from Serbia and Bosnia-

King Mohammed VI pardoned 5,645

Herzegovina, says interim Prime

prisoners in preventive measures

Minister Albin Kurti.

against coronavirus.
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RUSSIA

Russia completes test of stealth killer S-500 missile defence system that
could threaten F-22 and F-35
Russia’s next-generation S.500 missile defense system

attack up to ten ballistic missile warheads flying at speeds

could be delivered sooner than expected.

of over 4 miles a second.The S-500 will also feature several

Moscow has completed tets of certain elements of S-500

distinct Yenisei radar phased-array antenna to spot and

system, including its launcher, the director-general of the

track aerial targets across an entire range of

Design Bureau for Special Machine-Building (part of

altitudesgeared towards different targets to detect planes,

Almaz-Antey company) said.

helicopters, UAS, drones and missiles.The S-500 is expected

“In the interests of the air and missile defence troops,

to use the 91N6AM battle management system, a modified

company experts have created units of the next-

96L6-TsP acquisition system, as well as the new 76T6

generation Triumfator-M mobile air defence system,”

multimode engagement and 77T6 ABM engagement radars.

Vladimir Dolbenkov told Russian media. “A launcher,
components of a multi-functional locator and a missile
defense locator, an equipped chassis for a command post,
and transport units for an early-warning radar system have
been developed, and their tests are being completed.”

Could Russia’s S-500 be a stealth killer and threaten F22 or F-35 aircraft?
US defense officials have expressed their concerns that
the S-500 system could pose a threat for stealth aircraft
like the F-22, F-35 and B-2.
The S-500 is expected to engage targets at altitudes of
over 60 miles, which is higher than any existing missile
defense systems. According to Russian state media
reports, the system is able to detect and simultaneously

Russia claims that this missile will be able to engage targets
including hypersonic missiles and could be modified to
target satellites. Indeed, the system could be equipped
with the 40N6 missile which offers an enormous
engagement range of 400 km.
Interestingly, there are reports that imply that some of
Russia’s existing S-400 systems already use the 40N6
missile.Russia showed interest to sell the S-500 system to
China and India.Deliveries of the initial S-500 systems
should occur by the end of 2020.
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New member of NATO North Macedonia to use the Alliance’s NextGeneration Incident Command System to coordinate response against
COVID19
North Macedonia, which has became NATO’s newest

Herzegovina, Croatia, North Macedonia and Montenegro.

member on 27 March, is now using the Alliance’s Next-

North Macedonia this week became NATO’s newest

Generation Incident Command System (NICS) to

member after 27 years after it first expressed its desire to

coordinate its response to the Covid-19 crisis and to

join the alliance.

provide its citizens with real-time data.

“North Macedonia is now part of the NATO family, a family

North Macedonian crisis management operators have now

of thirty nations and almost one billion people,”NATO

quickly adapted NATO’s NICS system to enhance the

Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said. “A family based

country’s response to the coronavirus pandemic. The NICS

on the certainty that, no matter what challenges we face,

system provides real-time data on the current status of the

we are all stronger and safer together.”

pandemic in their area as well as information on who to

North Macedonia is considered by the Alliance a long-

contact for items such as food and medicines. It also

standing contributor to our Euro-Atlantic security for its

allows all North Macedonia’s institutions, as well as

participation in NATO-led missions in Kosovo and

organisations like the Red Cross, to efficiently coordinate

Afghanistan.

their activities effectively.

The move caps a successful week of diplomacy for the

The system is part of the NATO Science for Peace and

Baltic country, after EU officials agreed to start

Security (SPS) project “Advanced Regional Civil Emergency

membership talks with Skopje.

Coordination Pilot” (ARCECP). It is a collaboration

The way to NATO and EU membership was opened by an

between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln

agreement with Greece in January to change the name of

Laboratory (MIT LL), the United States (US) Department of

the former Yugoslav republic to the Republic of North

Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology

Macedonia, ending one of the world’s longest diplomatic

Directorate (S&T) and the nations of Bosnia and

disputes over a country name.

I AM NOT
AFRAID OF
AN ARMY
OF LIONS
LEAD BY A
SHEEP.
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AFRAID OF
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LEAD BY A
LION.
– ALEXANDER THE GREAT

UKRAINE

The battle for Donetsk
continues as the Ukrainian
army conducts artillery
strikes on the outskirts of
the city
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On 30 March, The Ukrainian Army has conducted
artillery strikes on Donetsk and Gorlovka.
“From 08:35 to 08:50, shelling by the armed forces
of Ukraine from the settlements of Shumy and
Mayorsk in the direction of Gorlovka was
recorded,” a report from the representative office
of the Donetsk People’s Republic said.
Kiev said pro-Russian rebels had built up their
forces across separatist-held zones since the deal
and both sides accused each other of killing
civilians.
The Ukrainian army also conducted artillery strikes
on Trudovskaya village located in western Donetsk
with heavy machine guns and eleven grenades.
The former chairman of the Donetsk regional state
administration Pavel Zhebrivsky told local media,
“The Armed Forces occupied territories near
Gorlovka. This territory was not controlled by
anyone. The militants came there and fired at our
troops.”
“Is it possible to take Gorlovka? I am convinced
that three days is enough for our Armed Forces to
take. There is no exacerbation on one side only –
therefore that if Russia were to deploy its troops,
if we were to know clearly in today’s training and -

with a maximum of two weeks, with minimal casualties to de-occupy these

arming of the Armed Forces of Ukraine that NATO

territories. Rhee. All the so-called “DNR” and “FSC”. And we can surpass

would provide us with guarantees of Russia’s non

Croatian script when six days had reclaimed the occupied territories “,

interference with the liberation of the territories,

Zhebrivsky said.

UK

New head of MI5 Ken McCallum: top priority seize opportunities provided by
technology including AI
The UK Government has appointed MI5 veteran

Parker said he is “the right person to take MI5 forward” as the country

Ken McCallum as the new director-general of the

“deals with the impacts of the coronavirus pandemic”.

MI5 domestic intelligence agency. One of

In 2017, McCallum was appointed deputy director-general of MI5.Originally

McCallum’s top priorities is enabling the agency

from Glasgow, McCallum has a degree in Mathematics from Glasgow

to seize the fast-moving opportunities provided by

University. He spent his first years at the agency working on IRA-related

technology, including AI and machine learning,

terrorism and later focused on countering Islamist extremist terrorism.

according to a MI5 sttament.

“Having devoted my working life to that team effort, it is a huge privilege

McCallum led the response to the attempted

now to be asked to lead it,” he said.

murder of Russian former double agent Sergei

Since the 9/11 attacks, terrorism has dominated MI5’s agenda, but that

Skripal. He takes over from Sir Andrew Parker, who

threat is now diversifying – with an increase in far-right activity, which the

is going to retires in April having been in charge

intelligence agency has now begun to monitor.

of the British intelligence agency since 2013.
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CHINA

China exports for the first time a third-generation Red Arrow 12 fire-andforget anti-tank missiles
State-owned China North Industries Group Corporation (Norinco) has
delivered a batch of advanced portable HJ-12E (also known as Red
Arrow 12) portable, fire-and-forget anti-tank missile to an
undisclosed country.
The system, often compared to the US GFM-148 Javelin missile, is
designed to hit targets such as tanks, bunkers, ships and helicopters.
It features a tandem HEAT warhead able to penetrate 1,100 mm of
armour protected by explosive reactive armour.
The Red Arrow 12 provide a significant tactical advantages to the
Army as it allows soldiers to lock on target and fire without
maintaining the position to guide the missile to the target.The HJ-12
adopts an infrared (IR) imaging seeker for all-weather day-and-night
use. A TV imaging seeker is also available. The IR version offers a
maximum range of 2,000 meters while the TV imaging seeker gives a
maximum range of 4,000 meters.

the China International Aviation & Aerospace Exhibition in 2014.

The missile weighs 17 kg and measures 1050 mm x 127 mm with a total
wingspan of 560 mm.The container of the launch missile is mounted on
a tripod with its fire C2 unit. The firing sight is located on the left of
the missile container. HJ-12 was unveiled to the public at

This is the first export contract of the third-generation anti-tank weapon
system.
Despite the coronavirus outbreak, Norinco was able to deliver the
missiles to foreign clients before the scheduled shipment date.

USA

US Space Force enhances GPS anti-jamming and spoofing protection on
Military Code signal
The US Space Force has been upgrading its

upload and monitor M-Code within the GPS

Code encrypted GPS signal. The aims is to

existing Global Positioning System (GPS)

constellation. It will also enable testing of

enhance the GPS anti-jamming capability

Ground Operational Control System (OCS)

modernized user equipment, prior to the

and protection from spoofing, as well as

to fully-enable the ultra-secure, jam-

completion of the next-gen ground control

increases secure access for US forces, into

resistant Military Code (M-Code).

systems.

the GPS OCS.

According to Lockheed Martin, the final

M-Code signals are currently available on

Lockheed Martin is currently tasked to build

steps to fully-enable the M-Code signal on

all the US on-orbit GPS IIR-M, IIF and III

up to 32 GPS III/GPS III Follow On (GPS IIIF)

the GPS are now underway.

space vehicles.Work is expected begin in the

satellites to help modernize the US Space

The Space Force’s M-Code Early Use

coming months to install the components

Force GPS constellation.

(MCEU) upgrade, will allow the OCS to task,

needed to command and monitor the M-
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History is made by moments that shaped the world and determined
the global geopolitical order. Epidemics and plagues have ravaged
humanity throughout its existence, often changing the course of
history. Like 9/11 or the collapse of the USSR the coronavirus
pandemic is a world-shattering event whose far-ranging
consequences go further than our imagination.
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How the world is going to look like after the coronavirus pandemic?
History is made by moments that shaped the world and determined

exposing the emergency preparedness of governments, the pandemic

the global geopolitical order. Epidemics and plagues have ravaged

will lead to permanent shifts in the geopolitical balance of power.

humanity throughout its existence, often changing the course of

The decision that governments will take in the next four weeks will

history. Like 9/11 or the collapse of the USSR the coronavirus

shape the world for the years to come.

pandemic is a world-shattering event whose far-ranging

As the pandemic crisis unfolds, International Insider is developing

consequences go further than our imagination.

forecasts and analysis to predict the dynamics of the new global

Just as covid-19 has been shattering lives, disrupting economies and

order.

Old Foes, New Fences
History taught us that plagues did not put an end to major-power
rivalry nor usher a new era of global cooperation. Indeed, the
fundamentally conflictive nature of international affairs is not likely
to change after this global crisis.
Previous pandemic crises, including the 1918-1919 pandemic influenza,
did not end global conflicts nor boosted globalization. Neither will
the coronavirus outbreak.

As covid-19 undermines the basic tenets of global manufacturing,

The global political system will most likely experience a further

companies are now rethinking and shrinking the multicountry supply

retreat from ‘hyper-globalization’, as people desperately seek

chains that dominate production today to reduce path dependency.

protections from governments and both states and companies plan

Companies will now trade off efficiency for redundancy diversifying

to reduce future vulnerabilities.

their supply lines. Governments will most likely intervene as well,

Coronavirus is pushing governments, companies, and societies as a

forcing strategic industries to have domestic contingency plans and

whole to strengthen their capacity to cope with extended periods of

reserves.

self-isolation.

In 2019 the decoupling of the US and Chinese tech sectors already

When the incentives to protect the shared gains produced by global

disrupted bilateral flows of technology. After coronavirus, this

integration and interconnection gradually fade, the architecture of

decoupling would move beyond strategic tech sectors such as 5G

the

and cloud into broader economic activity.

20th century’s global economic governance will quickly atrophy.

Global-Isolationism
The covid-19 outbreak has forced world nations to look inward, speeding both recession and the process of deglobalization.
The pandemic will most likely strengthen nationalism as Governments around the world will implement emergency measures to contain the
global crisis, and many will be loath to relinquish these new ‘special’ powers once the crisis is over.
Many short-term emergency measures will become a fixture of life, as that is the nature of emergencies. Emergencies accelerate historical
processes allowing governments to make decisions that in normal times would have taken years of deliberations. In order to stop the spread
of coronavirus citizens need to comply with social distancing rules. For the first time in history, technology allows authorities to monitor
everyone in real-time with ubiquitous devices and algorithms.
Governments can achieve this with the carrot or the stick. World leaders now have to choose between totalitarian surveillance vs citizen
privacy and between national isolationism and global solidarity.
Governments will most likely move toward selective self-sufficiency. There will be even greater opposition to large-scale immigration and a
reduced willingness to commit to tackling global crises given the perceived need to dedicate resources to deal with the consequences of the
pandemic crisis . If the European Union won’t prove itself able to provide a significant degree of targeted assistance to its member states,
national governments might consider taking back more power from Brussels in the future.

The Wind Blows from the East
Coronavirus is also likely to accelerate the shift in power

West’s position in global affairs in the twenty-first century.

and hegemonic influence from the West to the East. Global powers

By March, Beijing was claiming victory over coronavirus. Even though

such as the US or European countries seem to be striking a pose of

life in China has yet to return to normal, Beijing is now working to

denial while they observe the erosion of their global standing.

turn early signs of success into a wider narrative to broadcast to the

Looking forward, the pandemic implies a different trajectory for the

rest of the world.

world order as we know it. Countries like China, South Korea, and

Providing global assistance to emergencies can burnish a rising

Singapore have responded best to the pandemic crisis. The response

power’s leadership credentials.

in the West has been slow and haphazard by comparison, further

the last decade pushing China’s foreign policy apparatus to spread

clouding the aura of the Western global hegemony.

its

Indeed, as Washington falters to contain the outbreak, Beijing is

provides an opportunity to put that theory into action.

moving quickly and effectively to filling the vacuum created by the

When Italy launched a desperate appeal for medical supplies, China

US mistakes,

was one of the first country to respond to the distress call. Beijing

positioning itself as the global leader in pandemic

Considering that Beijing has spent

‘global governance’ narrative, and the coronavirus outbreak

response. China is now working to strengthen its own system, provide

committed to sending 1,000 ventilators, 100,000 respirators, two

critical assistance to countries around the world, and even re-

million masks, 50,000 test kit, and 20,000 protective suits. China also

organize other governments.

deployed medical teams to Iran and sent supplies to Serbia, whose

The US status of global super-power has been built over the past

president called European solidarity a “fairy tale” and proclaimed

seven decades not just on economic or military power but also, and

that “the only country that can help us is China.”

just as important, on the legitimacy that flows from the ability to

In conclusion, the next months the world will get a better handle on

muster and take ownership of the response to global crises. The

the pandemic crisis, but the fractiousness of the geopolitical order,

perception of Beijing emerging as the leading hegemonic power

the existing international alliances, and today’s balance of power

combined with Washington’s hesitation could fundamentally alter the

will reflect a radically different scenario than any we’ve experienced
in recent decades.
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IRAN

Iran threat retaliation against US after deployment of Patriot MIM-104 air
defense systems in Iraq
Iran has warned of possible retaliation to the US strategic interest,

only watch and wait for impact of the missiles.

after Washington deployed MIM-104 Patriot surface-to-air

A closer look at the attack brought US CENTCOM to provide

missile (SAM) system to the Ain al-Asad base in the province of

additional ballistic missile intercept capacity to the region.

Anbar and the Harir base.

Tehran may have chosen to taregt Ain al-Asad and Erbil base

US deployment of Patriot defence system in Iraq has been

specifically because they lacked ballistic missiles defences.

negotiated since the January missile strike targeting the Ain al-Asad

The US By creating a risk of interception, not only will protect its

that Iran launched in retaliation for the US strike that killed Iranian

troops, but it will further complicate adversary strategic planning by

General Qasem Soleimani.

injecting additional operational constraints, and unknown variables.

“The re-positioning and moves of the American military in Iraq and

Patriot (MIM-104) is a long-range, all-altitude, all-weather SAM air

the region might be a kind of psychological warfare,” Hussein Amir

defence system capable to intercept tactical ballistic missiles, cruise

Abdullahian, Assistant Speaker of the Iranian Parliament for

missiles and aircraft. The SAM system is produced by Raytheon and

International Affairs, said.“ The White House witnessed firsthand the

Lockheed Martin.

strength of the Iraqi people (…) If the Americans commit any new

Patriot is currently in service in the US, Germany, Greece, Israel,

military error, it will undoubtedly lead to a faster American

Japan, Kuwait, the Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Korea, Poland,

withdrawal from the region and the end of Zionism,” he added

Sweden, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Romania, Spain, Taiwan

Tehran fired 16 ballistic missiles into Iraq on January 8 at US military

and now Iraq.

base. Iran launched its missiles from three sites in Iran, with 11 striking
a base in Ain al-Asad and one hitting a base in Erbil. At that time,
with no ballistic missile interceptors in range, US armed forces could

USA

US Navy evacuates COVID19-struck aircraft carrier Roosevelt
The US Navy has evacuated sailors from the

normal watch-standing duties that keep the

aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt in

ship running,” Rear Admiral John Menoni,

Guam after its captain warned a

commander for the Marianas region, said.

coronavirus outbreak was threatening the

Acting Navy Secretary Thomas Modly said

crew.Ninety-three COVID-19 cases have

that almost 1,000 of the crew had been

been reported among the 4,800- crew so

evacuated and that that number would rise

far, according to the US Navy.

to 2,700 within days.The Pentagon also

“The plan at this time is to remove as many

confirmed that more than 1,400 DoD

people off the Teddy Roosevelt as we can,

employees have tested positive for COVID-

understanding that we have to leave a

19 as of Wednesday, including 771 military

certain amount of folks on-board to perform

personnel.
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RUSSIA

Russia to deploy new-generation Container over-the-horizon radar (OTHR)
in Kaliningrad
Russia to deploy in Kaliningrad the second Container newgeneration over-the-horizon radar (OTHR), to detect
launches of hypersonic missiles at the distance of up to
3,000 km.
Russia is planning to deploy the network of container-type
radars (russian: ’29

Б 6 Контейнер ’)

to provide early

detection of airborne threats over its entire territory and
beyond its borders. The radar will be able to monitor the
airspace of the entire territory of Europe, including the UK.
Among other locations, Russia also plans to deploy OTHR
radar stations in the Arctic region.The over-the-horizon
station will be monitoring the airspace and detection of all
types of aerodynamic targets, including aircraft,

144 antenna masts, each 34 m high. The array has three

helicopters, UAVs and cruise missiles. The system

sections: The inner section is 900 m wide with a 7 m

integrates Voronezh-type radar, which is designated to

spacing between masts, and the two outer sections are

track the launches of ballistic missiles towards Russian

each 200 m wide with a 14 m spacing. The total array

territory.

width is 1300 m.

The system consists of two separate antennas arrays one

The signal bounces off the ionosphere like from a mirror, to

for the transmitter and one for the receiver. The

see everything that is going on beyond the horizon.

transmitter antenna array has 36 re-configurable masts

The first Container OTHR radar was deployed in the

and is 440 m wide. The receiver antenna array contains

Mordovia region in December 2013.
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USA

US Armed Forces intensifies submarine-hunting patrolling operations around
Taiwan
The US Armed Forces have reportedly intensified

US and China have taken turns in demonstrating strength

operations around Taiwan, both in the air and at sea in the

around Taiwan, with the Beijing stepping up bomber and

past week to demonstrated that Washington is continuing

fighter manoeuvres at the edge of Taiwan’s airspace, and

to monitoring the region, despite the ongoing COVID-19

USN sailing a destroyer up the Taiwan Strait this week.

pandemic.

Donald Trump has also recently signed into law the ‘Taiwan

US Navy (USN) P-3C submarine-hunting aircraft was

Allies International Protection and Enhancement Initiative

reported flying near Taiwan’s southern airspace Tuesday,

(TAIPEI) Act’, obliging the US to help bolster international

marking the fourth time in March a US aircrafts had been

support for Taiwan.

spotted operating in the South China Sea, according to

The move out Washington on a collision course with Beijing

local media.

even as the two countries try to normalise relations that

The other three occurrences happened on March 25 by an

have deteriorated over the COVID-19 pandemic.

EP-3E ARIES II reconnaissance aircraft, on March 26 by a

The TAIPEI act also says the Washington must “alter its

B-52 Stratofortress bomber and a KC-135 tanker, and on

economic, security and diplomatic engagement with nations

March 27 by a B-52 bomber and an RC-135U

that take serious or significant actions to undermine the

reconnaissance aircraft.

security or prosperity of Taiwan”.

CHINA

China: fighter jets to get new low observable coatings to give PLA warplanes
combat advantage
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force Aircraft will to be

“The coating that’s used on China’s first stealth fighter jet,

painted with “low observable” coatings and standardised

the J-20, is more advanced than they used on the

markings that will make them harder to detect.

Lockheed Martin F-22s, but it’s not yet at the level of the

The move aims to guarantee to Chinese military aircraft a

F-35s,” an anonymous source told Chinese media.

strategic advantage in operations near Taiwan and in the
East and South China seas.The decision comes two years
after the Chinese navy used a dark grey low-visibility
coating instead of blue-grey on its J-16 strike fighter,
according to a local military magazine.
PLA said the new guidelines would be gradually
implemented this year.
The move aimed to give Chinese warplanes a combat
advantage as they “will be less likely to be detected by
both the naked eye and military radar”.

